
Spiraling off the Waterfall 

and landing on our feet.

A DISCUSSION OF THE DIFFERENT PROGRAMMING 

METHODOLOGIES AND WHICH COULD BEST FOR YOU



What we’ll talk about today

 What is a software process model?

 Why is a software process model important?

 Who should use a process model?

 Components of a process model?

 Different kinds of process models?



Things I hope you will take away from 

this session.

 Process is an important thing.  It helps organize the work you are 

doing from start to finish.

 An understanding of what makes up a process model

 When to use it and when it may not be necessary.

 There’s more than one.  Do they all work in the same situations?



What I hope you can bring to this 

session

 Maybe you can teach me a thing or two (actually I am 

expecting you all can teach me something)

 Your experiences; maybe you have had a situation where 

something worked better than another or an example 

where a particular process didn’t work

 Don’t be shy, to be terribly honest, if I don’t get through all 

my slides I won’t be disappointed.  This is a session where I 

want your experiences to be a big part.



So what’s this Development Process you 

speak of?

 What Google says: A software development process, also known 

as a software development lifecycle, is a structure imposed on 

the development of a software product

 What Dave says: A software development process is a system that 

allows a development team to see the completion of a solution or 

project from beginning to end in an organized and efficient

manner.



What’s in Dev Process?

 Some dev processes have unique “components” to them.

 Many have similar components, but they are either in 

different orders or are handled completely different.

 Problem

 Requirements

 Design

 Build

 Test

 Implement



So I’ve been fine just hacking code, 

why do I need a process?

 “Hacking code” actually works, I’ve used it myself.

 Still have to determine why it is needed, what the need 

(requirements)

 Even if you just sit down and write code you have an idea of how 

you want to make it and how it will look when it is done (Design)

 You’re going to test to make sure it works

 If you give it to someone to use, they are likely going to find things 

that don’t work for them (defect fixing)

 You’re likely going to change it down the road as you think of 

other things you want it to do or requirements mature.



When using a process isn’t necessary

 If you are the only person doing the work

 Small projects (0-3 months)

 Magnitude of impact is low

 Requirements are basic and well defined.



When to use a defined process:

 Complex requirements

 Multiple team members

 Long time span

 New platforms or architectures

 Need to keep things consistent



Different Software development 

Methods

 Not all methods fit every situation

 No one method is better than another

 One may just fit the situation better than another.

 Every method has it’s place… even “hacking code”



Waterfall Method

 Is a linear methodology

 The next stage can’t start until the stage working in is done.

 Gates between stages

 Simply organized



Stages of the Waterfall

 Requirements

 Design

 Development (with Unit Testing)

 System Testing

 User acceptance testing

 Bug Fixes

 Implementation

 Maintenance





What’s good about Waterfall?

 Easy for business users to understand

 Early definition of requirements makes design pretty easy and 

logical

 Progress is easily measured.

 Business involvement is light except for a couple of phases



What’s good about Waterfall?

 Can fit in well for projects with many moving parts including 

integrations

 Good for seeing the project as a big picture.

 The solution is easy to manage (in theory).

 Lots of good documentation



What’s not good about Waterfall?

 Requirements are defined early in the process

 Process is too rigid

 Rigidity makes it bad for large, long running projects

 Business only sees finished product at the end.

 Lots of documentation



When should I ride the Waterfall

 When requirements are well known and\or well documented

 Requirements aren’t very complex

 When the project is expected to be short.



When not to jump off the Waterfall

 When business SMEs are not available

 When a product (even a product lacking all the features) is 

required faster than the plan will allow.

 Traversing “new waters”.  

 BIG projects.



But wait there’s hope (sorta…)

 “Modified” Waterfall method.

 Different ways to modify it

 Defined paths back to different areas of method

 Overlapping stages

 Requirements to move to next stage are still there.





Agile development method

 Not really a methodology itself.

 Focused on providing products 

 Ability to handle rapidly changing requirements.

 Is a non-linear development method

 Has a signed manifesto



The Agile Manifesto



So how is Agile different

 Actually surprisingly similar to waterfall…kinda

 Designed to allow plans to change as requirements become 

better understood

 Focuses more on developing the code then developing 

documentation.

 Usable pieces of the final product throughout the development 

cycle.



Source: http://www.codeproject.com/Articles/604417/Agile-software-development-methodologies-and-

how-t



What’s great about Agile?

 End users\business get to see the product being developed 

throughout the entire process and not just the end (or during testing).

 More coding (instead of documentation) = happy little developers

 Quality tends to be better

 Development isn’t forced to see a plan through exactly as initially 

planned



What’s not so great about it?

 Very demanding on business user’s time

 Scope creep is a very really issue.

 Sometimes focusing more on coding than documentation can 

come back and bite you in the *beep*

 Can be stressful to developers due to timelines



When to use the Agile method

 When the project is highly complex.

 When it’s something “new”

 When time is of the essence.



When to avoid the Agile method

 When there’s no one to help you.

 Projects similar to what has been done before

 When scope change is an absolute no-no.

 When not everyone believes in the method.



Spiral Methodology

 Is a risk driven methodology

 Is a prototyping style of development

 Rinse and repeat until risks are all mitigated.

 The real designing, coding, testing really happens at the end.



Seems Simple Right??



Advantages of the Spiral method

 There should be no risks in completing the project once risk 

analysis stages are complete.

 Have a very good idea of the finished product before you get 

to the end.

 Ability to add functionality throughout the process

 Built to handle situations where the business needs not locked 

down.

 A good part of the work has already been done by the time 

you get to the “real” core of the development.



Disadvantages of Spiral method

 Can be costly, compared to other methods

 Complicated method

 Not suitable for less complex or low risk projects.

 Budgets and timelines are hard to meet.

 Lots of documentation



Extreme Programming

 Is part of the Agile Programming family

 Focuses on short development periods (sprints) and getting the 

product out quick.

 Emphasizes team work.

 Based on simplicity, communication, feedback, courage, and 

respect



Extreme Programming achieves its goals 

by

 Planning

 Managing

 Designing

 Coding

 Testing



Benefits of Extreme Programming

 Pair programming, can allow junior developers to work 

directly with senior developers

 Focuses on testing (we’ll come back to this later)

 Easy to build as it starts with the simplest solution.

 Better cost estimates

 Risks tend to be smaller



Drawbacks to Extreme 

Programming

 Client is needed quite regularly

 Code centered (could be advantage, but depends on how 

you look at it.)

 Pair programming can also be a drawback.

 Not the greatest for very large projects



Test Driven Development

 Focuses more on the development and testing than the overall 

process.

 Often used in Agile development, but can stand on it’s own.

 Actually stems from Extreme Programming

 Design a test case first

 Set it up to fail

 Write the most basic amount of code to make it work.

 Test solution against all other test cases already done.



Why use test driven development

 More defects are caught during development

 Code quality is usually better

 Coding can is actually done quicker

 Easier to find where the problem occurs if code suddenly stops 

working as expected.

 Allows the design to change as you work through the tests.



Why TDD can be bad

 Hard to grab the concept

 Test maintenance hard to maintain as projects get larger.

 Not as easy to create prototypes

 Can cause extra cost to start up.

 Myth: don’t have to perform UAT



Things to remember

 I only covered a fraction of the different methodologies out 

there.

 S.O.L.I.D.

 V-model

 Behavior Driven Development (BDD)

 Feature Driven Development (FDD)

 LEAN Development



Things to remember

 No single method will work perfectly in every situation.

 But most will work well enough (if you use a big enough hammer)



Let’s connect

 davidmdrever@outlook.com

 @DavidMDrever

 www.prairiedeveloper.com


